
Partner with us to Make a Difference   
You can make a difference in your school, organization, and 
community by scheduling a Champion of Choices production, 
telling an administrator about our program, sponsoring a 
school, or making a tax-deductible contribution.  
Learn More at: ThinkPOZ.org

AMERICA’S #1 SCHOOL PROGRAM

marc mero

Champions Make Choices. Choices Make Champions. 
Former WWE Wrestling Champion, Marc Mero, has an extraordinary ability to connect with young people, not 
because of his former wrestling career but because of his personal story of overcoming insurmountable obstacles 
throughout his life to achieve success. Marc Mero's enthusiasm is contagious as he empowers people of all ages 
and walks of life to make positive choices and achieve their goals.

Meet Marc Mero 
Many people can relate to Marc’s story about growing up  
in a broken family and dreaming of a better future.  His 
dreams for a life outside his humble beginnings led him to 
write his goals into existence and, at a young age, he 
achieved success in athletics with hockey and football, 
then was on the path to becoming a professional boxer.  !
Following an accident, Marc’s athletic career was sidelined 
during years of rebellion, substance abuse, and bad 
choices.  Even at the pinnacle of sport’s success as a 
professional wrestler, Marc continued to make negative 
choices that impacted his personal life and career.   !
After a series of personal tragedies and the loss of more 
than 30 friends and family members largely due to their 
bad choices, Marc felt compelled to reach out to students 
and encourage them to live healthy, compassion-ate, 
purposeful lives. In 2007, the nonprofit organization, 
Champion of Choices was born.  !!

“Choices” Production Saves and Changes Lives”  
Having inspired close to a million people at schools and 
organizations worldwide, Marc’s powerful “Choices” 
production addresses the topics of bullying, peer pressure, 
substance abuse and suicide.  Listeners are reached at a 
“heart-level” and students are inspired to treat themselves 
and others with respect, dream big, achieve goals, and 
cherish relationships.  !
The compelling “Choices” production evokes personal 
reflection, laughter and tears. Both students and adults 
describe it as life changing.  Many students tell Marc and 
the Mero’s Heroes Team: “you saved my life.”  Thanks to 
Champion of Choices and our partners, they now have 
HOPE for a brighter tomorrow.  



Winning the Fight Against 
Bullying, Substance Abuse, 
and Suicide 
Marc Mero’s personal mission to stand 
up, step up and speak up against 
bullying, substance abuse, and suicide, 
culminates in his powerful “Choices” 
production. Presented in an entertaining 
and engaging manner, students can 
relate to Marc's story and are moved to 
examine their own behaviors and 
choices. !!
Marc is no stranger to the negative 
impacts of bullying. In his riveting life-
story shared with thousands of students 
in schools worldwide, Marc candidly 
talks about how he was bullied as a 
youngster and also how he treated his 
family: “Sometimes the people you hurt 
the most are those who love you the 
most.” Marc shows how negative words 
and actions have the power to cause 
regrettable scars. Research shows a 
strong link between bullying and 
suicide.!!!

The statistics on bullying and 
suicide are alarming !!
-ABC News reports that nearly 30 
percent of students are either bullies or 
victims of bullying.!!
-160,000 kids stay home from school 
every day because of fear of bullying.!!
-Suicide is the third leading cause of 
death among young people, resulting in 
about 4,400 deaths per year, according 
to the Centers for Disease Control. !!
-For every suicide among young 
people, there are at least 100 suicide 
attempts. !!
-Over 14 percent of high school 
students have considered suicide, and 
almost 7 percent have attempted it.!

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING

- "Awesome message.  It was a 
moving and memorable 
experience. It thoroughly 'blew me 
away'. GREAT JOB!!"   

Captain - Orange County Jail 

- “I was sitting in the back, by 
myself & I was going to go home, 
and take my own life, then I saw 
your program...You came on the 
perfect day, right when i'd had  
enough. You Saved my Life!” 

Student


The exciting Champion of Choices presentation: !
• Changes students’ thinking – how they see themselves and others.!
• Breaks through walls and defenses to open students’ hearts to !

new directions.!
• Offers students HOPE and helps them realize they are not alone in !

this world.!
• Gives students the confidence to be champions!!

To schedule a program at 
your campus contact:  

W2 Entertainment at 
info@houseofwally.com 
http://www.houseofwally.com
800-476-0442

Marc Mero and the Champion of Choices organization work tirelessly to 
educate students about the harmful effects of drugs, alcohol, bullying, 
and to save lives from the tragedy of suicide. Because of Marc’s 
message of Hope and Empowerment, students tell us they now have a 
whole new perspective on life. !

-“It was the best assembly I have 
seen in 32 years! Needless to say, 
I was incredibly impressed." 

 Principal


- "I've been dealing with 
depression and suicide attempts 
for the past six years. Today I 
finally told my parents and they 
are happy I didn't make the 
permanent choice of taking my 
own life. I owe that to you, sir. 
Thank you for changing my life for 
the better!"   

 Student 

- “You returned a sparkle in my 
son’s eye that has been dimmed 
for a while and he is now talking 
about all the changes he wants to 
make in his life!” 

Mother of a Student 
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